2002 toyota corolla engines

Also see the C and C manual transmissions and the AE automatic transmission. Corollas made
from to had two engine choices, the 1. As emissions laws and tuning changed, horsepower
figures moved around slightly, but not enough that the average person would notice: in ,
horsepower was hp at 5, rpm. By , less peak power was available, but you could get it more
quickly: hp at 5, rpm. Torque went up by two foot-pounds in the same time, from to The
convention for engine names is that the first digit e. The cars gained a new 1. The 4A had cc,
bore and stroke of 3. The 1. An oil cooler was standard. Transmissions used with the 4A-GE
were the close-ratio five-speed stick and the four-speed automatic. The 1ZZ-FE had a long
stroke to help with torque 79 mm bore x While every fuel injector had fired at once on the 4A-F,
with two at a time on the 4A-FE so one was firing against a closed valve , the 1ZZ-FE and newer
engines fired each injector, only when the intake valve for that cylinder was open. Likewise, the
electronic ignition of the 4A gave way to direct ignition on the ZZ and later engines. All of them
had an aluminum-alloy block and head, with steel cylinder liners, and dual overhead camshafts.
The 1ZZ-FE brought Corollas substantially more power and economy; it debuted with
horsepower at 5, rpm, and pound-feet of torque at 4, rpm. That was more power than the 7A-FE,
at lower engine speeds, so that the Corolla was peppy at all engine speeds. Eventually, the
1ZZ-FE would reach hp and lb-ft of torque. The valve seats were sprayed on, rather than
pressed into the head, so they could be much thinner and transfer heat more effectively to the
head; that meant less heat reaching the valve stems, allowing thinner, lighter valve stems and,
in turn, thinner cam lobes, which cut parasitic losses and allowed both cams to be driven by a
quiet, compact single-roller timing chain. The fuel injection was returnless, with a pressure
regulator in the gas tank, reducing fire risk and making combustion more efficient. The catalytic
converter was moved closer to the engine for greater efficiency, which required moving the
aluminum intake manifold was moved to the front of the engine. Long intake runners, made of
extruded aluminum smoother than castings , increased low-rev power. The Celica GT ushered
in a high-performance version, boasting hp; that tune made its way to the Corolla. The largest
difference between the two were short, resin runners optimized for high-end horsepower; the
variable valve timing system also changed lift on the horse version. Though the Corolla added
both weight and a little horsepower - another 5 hp, making it in total with lb-ft of torque - gas
mileage actually increased. The USA version could not use direct injection, which was used in
Japanese versions, because of sulfur in the gasoline. This appears to have mainly been an
improvement to the variable valve technology - namely, applying it to both intake and exhaust
valves, as in the Dodge Caliber. Torque was rated at pound-feet. Intelligent variable valve timing
was used on both the intake and exhaust valves; the engine had sequential multiple-port fuel
injection and direct ignition, and ran on regular fuel. The two-liter M20A-FKS engine was a new
design for the Corolla Hatchback, using a lighter resin cylinder-head cover, more rigid crank,
and, despite the higher displacement, smaller size and less weight. The D-4S fuel injection
system used direct injection or low-pressure port fuel injection, depending on driving
conditions; it had dual variable valve timing, with the intake controlled by an electric motor and
the exhaust controlled by hydraulic pressure. The two-liter displacement was achieved with a
longer stroke; extra efficiency was gained with up to compression. An enlarged valve nip angle
and laser-clad valve seat increased tumble and air volume; pistons with a round top surface and
slanted sidewall helped tumble and reduced knocking allowing higher compression while
reducing friction. There were other changes, as well. There were now three oil jets per cylinder,
to reduce knocking, friction, and oil use; and a drain path within the crankcase, to return oil
from the cylinder head, resulting in less oil agitation from the crankshaft. The rods were made
of high-strength steel for lower weight, and the cam had a concave profile to increase valve lift.
There were clever changes to the transmissions as well. You can sponsor this site to remove all
except your own ads. Bore and Stroke 3. I can't believe this vehicle turned out to be such a junk
wagon. I purchased it as a brand new car. As soon as the warranty ran out I noticed a high
pressure oil leak. I didn't lose enough oil at first to make a big difference. Later on, I knew to
always, always check the oil. I live in a city, so getting to work and stuff was never a problem,
that's why the car has so few miles on it. I was shocked when the timing chain slipped at only
65, miles! That's really bad!! It slipped forward by about teeth. I'm not certain yet what all is
destroyed inside the engine, but I know it's really bad. Anyways, I'm currently looking for a
replacement engine. It's currently the best option for me financially. My parents both have
always driven Toyota's, they never seem to have any problems - they drive a Camry and a
Tundra. That just makes all of this much, much more confusing and irritating Toyota Corolla
started giving excessive oil burning about 80K miles and never knew Corolla has a problem.
Eventually engine went bust while I was driving in the highway. Toyota customer service didn't
help. I thought Toyotas last forever if you change oil every K miles. Its actually not true. Toyotas
are no longer reliable and their quality cannot be trusted. I will think twice before buying Toyota

anymore. Today my 19 yr old daughter was stranded in the middle on nowhere because her
toyota corrolla died on her. We have always had a problem with the oil with this car. Putting in
oil every week ,took it to the dealer and they said it had a small oil leak. Then took it again and
they said the oil leak was gone which gave us a false sense of security. She is 10 hrs away from
home and I am a wreck. The car was towed to the dealership and they said the engine is shot.
Now she has no car and will have to fly to her destination This is Toyota for goodnees sake. You
are supose to get , mile on them. I have , miles on my 4- runner, , on my 94 4-runner before the
engine went, , on my 96 camrey both engine and tranny failure and now my Corolla with 93, and
another engine failure. Can you see the trend. Ford here I come. So far all the maintenance has
been a pain in the ass all i want is a nice car that doesn't need work every month!! My toyota
corolla only had miles on it when the engine had to be replaced. Thank goodness it was under
warranty. I had to have the car towed to the dealership and they took care of it. A few days after
it came out of the shop my brake line broke as well and it was under warranty. The toyota dealer
took care of both issues with no problem but I did find out that the new engine in the car is not
under warranty so from what I have been reading I will be facing the same problem again. I sure
hope that toyota does something about this sludge problem and take care of the customers that
dont have a warranty and this happens. I was given the advice to use a different kind of oil so
the oil doesnt build up. So I will try it. Lately I want to have the engine oil changed as usual. Of
course I was shocked, I have miles in my odometer and nobody else touched my car but the
dealer techs and mechanics. I was told the possible cause of this damage may be the use of
poor quality engine oil. My warranty had expired after 5 years even if I have in my odometer
below the mark. Cracked number one piston. Clicking sound starting at 20, Engine seized.
Toyota was wonderful. Did not cost me a dime. Corolla engines almost never fail. Engine sent
back to factory for examination due to rarity of such failures. The rest of the car has been solid.
Should mention it is a five-speed and I drive the pee out of it. It was hit by a Peterbilt when I was
stopped at a light. Now 63, miles with not even one other problem. The engine oil light came on
and I stopped immediately to fill the oil and noticed it was completely dry! Why the hell does the
oil light come on when it is completely out of oil?! Anyway, I fill the oil back up and notice that I
am putting about a quart a week in, and there were absolutely no leaks whatsoever. So I'm
thinking several things that come to mind, rings are bad so on and so forth well the car is
making a ticking sound I think its the lifters but dont really know. I'm driving the car to work and
boom a huge knocking sound happens and I lose most power, I pull to the side of the road have
it towed to a shop, I am told i needs either a new motor or to rebuild this one. Well being
suspicious as I am of mechanics I take it to several places towing it to places on my dollar and
they all tell me the same thing, How could this have happened I ask, I mean its a newer toyota
with only a , miles on it well it seems I recieved a car with a bum engine. Well it cost me bucks
to rebuild from a quality mechanic and of course I bought the car from Hertz so no warranty
whatsoever. This is my third toyota and my last one I had the transmission rebuilt on my 91'
camry 3 times. I should have bought a kia at least they're not overpriced and you know buying
one that its gonna only last you , miles. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Ask your
Toyota dealer. Most Common Solutions: replaced with a rebuild engine 6 reports not sure 4
reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email
this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Corolla problem yet. Be the
first! Find a good Toyota mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip
code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. I pay
for a new motor. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. Toyota Corolla is an
extra popular compact car, which has been produced since It became popular so much, that
Corolla got into the Guinness Book of Records as the model, that was sold best of all in the
world. Whi
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le Toyota Corolla was produced, a lot of different models were developed on its base.
Considering all these facts and also the years history of the model, there has been the great
variety of engines for Corolla. For inexpensive modifications the simple 1. The sport models
were supplied with the naturally aspirated 4A-GE, supercharged 2ZZ and other engines.
WikiMotors will help you finding answers as to what Toyota Corolla engine is better and worth
being purchased. Exactly here you will see the specs of all the engine models, their types,
modifications, power, recommended oil, its capacity, malfunctions noise, overheat and repair,
reliability, life expectancy and consumption, performance tuning, upgrades and necessary
performance parts, and a lot of other things. Toyota Corolla D 73 HP â€” 2. Toyota Corolla HP

â€” 1. Mitsubishi 4G63T. Mitsubishi 4G Honda K20A K20C. Honda K24A K24Z. Toyota 1UZ.
Honda J32A. Toyota 5S. BMW S Honda R18A. Toyota 2AZ. Search for:. Recent Posts Popular
Posts.

